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Strong effects of weak ac driving in short superconducting junctions
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We study a short multichannel superconducting junction subject to dc and ac phase biases. The ac modulation
changes the occupation of the Andreev bound states formed at the constriction by transitions between bound
states and the continuum. In a short junction, the nonequilibrium Andreev bound-state population may relax
through processes that conserve parity of the occupation number on the same bound state and processes that do
not conserve it. We argue that the parity-conserving processes occur on a much faster time scale. In this case,
even a weak driving may lead to a large nonequilibrium quasiparticle population scaling with the number of
channels and results in a large deviation of the supercurrent from its equilibrium value. We show that this effect
is accompanied by a quasiparticle current which may lead to a measurable charge imbalance in the vicinity of
the junction. Furthermore, we study the time evolution of the supercurrent after switching off the ac drive. On
a time scale where parity relaxation is negligible, the supercurrent relaxes to a stationary nonequilibrium state.
Finally, we briefly outline the regime of ultraweak driving where the ac-induced processes occur on a time scale
comparable to that of parity relaxation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The ac properties of superconducting junctions have been
under extensive scrutiny, both theoretically [1–3] and experi-
mentally [4–6], due to manifold reasons, such as the possibility
of a microwave-induced enhancement of the critical current
or generally for the study of high-frequency superconducting
circuits.

In general, an ac irradiation gives rise to a nonequilibrium
excitation of the superconductor, and thus leads to a finite
quasiparticle population. The presence of quasiparticles re-
mains a challenge inherent to the superconductor [7], because
the trapping of quasiparticles inside the device, commonly re-
ferred to as quasiparticle poisoning, may lead to decoherence,
as has been discussed in various setups [8–16]. Electronic
cooling with the aim to reduce the number of quasiparticle
excitations has been shown to lack efficiency [17,18], which
makes the control of the quasiparticle population an important
present-day topic.

In this paper, we consider multichannel superconducting
junctions, subject to an ac phase drive. Importantly, we focus
on the limit of short junctions, which means that the different
channels may be regarded as independent. Then, a finite
phase bias φ gives rise to an Andreev bound state (ABS)
for each channel [19,20]. As the ABS supports a supercurrent,
it offers the possibility of the direct experimental observation
of the bound-state occupation [21]. A nonequilibrium driving
of the phase bias [3,22–25] was experimentally deployed for
the spectroscopy of Andreev levels [26,27].

A weak ac drive couples the bound state with the continuum
via two processes. A quasiparticle may be directly promoted
from a bound state to the continuous spectrum, which gives
rise to the ionization rate �I. Alternatively, a Cooper pair can
be broken, whereby a quasiparticle fills the bound state and a

second one goes to the continuum, described by the refill rate
�R. Both of these processes change the parity of the bound-
state occupation number.

By contrast, at sufficiently low temperatures the dominant
relaxation mechanism in a short junction does not involve
the continuum and thus preserves parity [21]. Namely, there
is a parity-conserving relaxation process of the annihilation
of two bound quasiparticles on the same level due to
environment-induced phase fluctuations, giving rise to the
annihilation rate �A.

In Refs. [28,29] we showed in the single-channel case
that, due to the suppressed parity relaxation, even a weak
modulation establishes a significant nonequilibrium bound-
state population. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the ac
driving also leads to a nonequilibrium charge accumulation of
the excess quasiparticles near the constriction, due to a charge
asymmetry of the ac-induced refill and ionization processes.

In the present paper we extend our considerations to a
short multichannel superconducting junction [2,3] with a
conductance G much larger than the conductance quantum
GQ = e2/π�. In this case the ABSs form a quasicontinuous
spectrum. The short junction limit implies that we can
disregard any energy dependence of the transmission through
the junction which occurs at the energy scale of the Thouless
energy, ETh, which we assume to be much larger than the
superconducting gap �. In this case, the ABSs corresponding
to different channels are orthogonal, and the dominant relax-
ation mechanism is still the annihilation of two quasiparticles
in the same bound state. Consequently, the parity of each
individual ABS relaxes very slowly. Possible parity relaxation
processes include the annihilation of two quasiparticles in
different ABSs and the relaxation of a quasiparticle by a
transition to a lower lying ABS. However, the corresponding
rates of these processes would be smaller by the factor �2/E2
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Therefore, for a sufficiently strong driving, these processes can
be disregarded, leaving us with the single-channel annihilation
process only, occurring with the rate �A. As a consequence,
the contributions of each channel simply add up. Thus, already
a weak ac modulation, �I,R � � (yet �I,R much larger than
the parity relaxation), can lead to a strong ac-induced change
of the population even for the multiterminal junction.

The nonequilibrium population of ABS manifests itself as
a strong modification of the superconducting current through
the junction with respect to its equilibrium value. As an
interesting peculiarity, we discuss the reversal of the sign
of the supercurrent near the stationary phase φ = π . A
similar feature has been reported in long superconducting
junctions [6,30].

In analogy to the single-channel case [28], the charge
imbalance of the ionization and refill processes leads to an
extra dissipative quasiparticle current, eq̇, where q̇ signifies
the ac-induced charge transfer. Such a charge imbalance
can be measured by the standard setup of a normal metal-
superconducting (N-S) contact [31–33], by use of which
the decay of the nonequilibrium charge was investigated
experimentally [34,35]. Either the quasiparticle current eq̇ is
collected by a sufficiently conducting normal metal contact
in the vicinity of the superconducting junction or the N-S
contact is used to measure the voltage signal due to the
nonequilibrium charge accumulation. Importantly, in the mul-
tichannel case the quasiparticle current can reach a large
value, q̇ ∼ (δφ)2Ic, where Ic is the critical supercurrent of
the junction. The multichannel junction thus facilitates the
experimental observation of this effect.

The slow parity relaxation motivates us to consider the time
evolution of the supercurrent after switching off the ac driving
within the time scale set by �−1

A . As before, the supercon-
ducting current provides a direct signal of the time evolution
of the quasiparticle occupation. On the time scale �−1

A , the
supercurrent does not relax to its equilibrium value. In fact,
the supercurrent is lowered in magnitude due to the persisting
singly occupied bound states. After an initial exponential
onset of the decay, we find that in a diffusive junction, the time
evolution of the current asymptotically approaches ∼1/

√
t .

This is due to the long lifetime of the doubly occupied
bound states of the highly transparent channels, for which
�A → 0. To describe thermalization at even longer times,
parity relaxation mechanisms have to be taken into account.

Namely, in the absence of a parity relaxation mechanism,
a single bound quasiparticle would be trapped forever, unless
it is affected by the ac modulation. In reality, parity relaxation
can occur, for instance, by annihilation with a delocalized
thermally excited quasiparticle, or due to the above-mentioned
interchannel processes. Owing to the complexity of the pos-
sible processes, we introduce a phenomenological relaxation
rate �P � �A without providing any microscopic model for
it. This mechanism becomes important when �I,R ∼ �P, i.e.,
in the ultraweak driving regime. When �I,R � �P, the su-
percurrent approaches its equilibrium value. However, charge
imbalance effects may survive, depending on the origin of
parity relaxation. Note that a common theoretical description
of the relaxation in superconducting junctions (see, e.g.,
Ref. [22]) involves the artificial assumption of a small but finite
quasiparticle density of states within the superconducting gap.

This model does not provide different decay processes for
even and odd occupations. We believe that our approach better
reflects physical reality [21].

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we
outline the model and describe the dynamics of the bound-state
population in presence of the ac drive, when �I,R � �P. In
Sec. III we discuss the change of the supercurrent when
modifying the ABS population as a result of the ac drive. In
Sec. IV we present the results for the charge imbalance created
in the contacts due to the ac-induced ionization and refill
processes of the ABS. In Sec. V we consider the time evolution
of the supercurrent after switching off the ac modulation on
the time scale of the lifetime of the doubly occupied bound
states. Finally, we discuss the regime of ultraweak ac drive,
when the rates �I,R are comparable with �P in Sec. VI. We
conclude our findings in Sec. VII.

II. DYNAMICS OF AC-DRIVEN
MULTICHANNEL JUNCTION

We aim to study the manipulation of the bound-state oc-
cupation in a weak superconducting link with many channels,
due to an ac drive of the phase bias. In the short junction
limit, within each channel a bound state with energy EA(T ) =
�

√
1 − T sin2 φ

2 is formed, where φ is the phase bias and T

is the transparency of an individual channel. Thus, each of the
channels gives rise to a contribution to the supercurrent, the
sum of which is

IS = −2e

∫ 1

0
dTρ(T )

∂EA

∂φ
(T )[1 − nA(T )]. (1)

Here nA(T ) is the occupation of the ABS in the channel with
transmission T . At a low temperature, all ABSs are empty
and the equilibrium current is simply given as I

eq
S ≡ IS(nA =

0). The values of the channels’ transparencies occur according
to the distribution function ρ(T ), which depends on the details
of the junction. Here we concentrate on two examples, a
diffusive junction and a double tunnel junction. The Dorokhov
distribution for a diffusive junction is [20]

ρD(T ) = 1

2

G

GQ

1

T
√

1 − T
, (2)

where G is the Drude conductance. In the diffusive junction,
there is both a high concentration of low-transparency chan-
nels, T � 1, and a high concentration of almost transparent
channels, T ∼ 1. The sketch in Fig. 1 schematically represents
the corresponding distribution of bound-state energies for the
multichannel wire (red curves).

The distribution for a double junction is given as [20]

ρdj(T ) = 1

π

G

GQ

1

T 3/2
√

Tc − T
θ (Tc − T ), (3)

where the Heaviside function θ indicates that ρdj is nonzero
only for T � Tc. The total conductance is G = G1G2/

(G1 + G2), where G1,2 stand for the conductances of the in-
dividual junctions. Here there is likewise a high concentration
of small transparencies. However, in the double junction, in
general, the high-transparency channels occur up to the critical
Tc = 4G1G2/(G1 + G2)2. Hence, Tc < 1, unless the junction
is symmetric, G1 = G2.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Energy diagram of the multichannel weak
link as a function of the stationary phase difference φ. The collection
of red curves indicates the ABS energies below the gap. The blue
area represents the continuum of free quasiparticle states above
the gap. The arrows show the processes that change the ABS
occupations. The ionization process, occurring with rate �I, promotes
a quasiparticle in a bound state to the continuum. The refill process
(�R) breaks a Cooper pair and occupies a bound state while releasing
a second quasiparticle into the continuum. In addition to these
ac-induced processes, phase fluctuations induce the annihilation of
two quasiparticles in the same bound state, the rate of which is �A.
Channels with a bound-state energy above the threshold 
 − � are
empty, while states below this threshold can be populated, nst

A �= 0,
due to the ac-induced refill process, �R.

We consider the change of the occupation of the ABS of
an ac phase driving, φ(t) = φ + δφ cos(
t), with the driving
frequency 
 and the weak driving amplitude δφ � 1. In
addition, we restrict our considerations to a driving frequency

 � 2�. A driving frequency above 2� may result in a
large nonequilibrium quasiparticle population in the leads.
In the short junction limit, the driving does not couple the
channels. Therefore, we may treat each channel separately.
The ABS occupation of a channel with transparency T , nA(T ),
may be changed due to an ionization process whereby a
bound-state quasiparticle is promoted to the continuum or the
ABS may be refilled when a Cooper pair is broken to create a
quasiparticle in both a bound state and the continuum; see
Fig. 1. The corresponding rates are calculated via Fermi’s
golden rule (see Ref. [28]),

�I,R(T ) = T (δφ)2

16
θ (
 ± EA − �)

√
�2 − E2

A

EA

×
√

(
 ± EA)2 − �2
EA
 ± �(cos φ + 1)

(
 ± EA)2 − E2
A

. (4)

Note that in total, the ionization and refill rates scale as
�(δφ)2, which is much smaller than �, the characteristic
energy scale of the bound states. We recognize that the minimal
threshold for an ionization/refill process is 
 > � ∓ EA (see
also Fig. 2). As for the stationary ABS population, it is the
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δφ 2 16

FIG. 2. (Color online) The ionization (blue lines) and refill (red
lines) rates as functions of the driving frequency 
 for the transparen-
cies T = 0.5,0.75,1 (dotted, dashed, and solid lines, respectively).
The phase bias is φ = 2π/3.

refill process that defines the threshold for a finite population
of bound states (see also Fig. 1), which is why we consider
irradiation frequencies above 
 > �. As the bound-state
energy is a function of φ, there is a minimal stationary phase
φ0 at which bound states begin to be populated, namely,

φ0 = 2 arcsin

[√

(2� − 
)

�2Tmax

]
, (5)

where Tmax = 1 for the diffusive junction and Tmax = Tc for
the double tunnel junction. As indicated in Fig. 1 the window
of occupied bound states is the one with lower energy, and
thus involves the channels with higher transparency. In the
limit 
 → 2�, the threshold phase goes to zero, φ0 → 0.

Note that for 
 in the vicinity of 2EA, the ac modulation can
also drive coherent Rabi oscillations between the zero and the
doubly occupied states. The interval of energies surrounding
2EA, where such processes can, in general, not be neglected,
scales as δφ�. The interval of all bound states that contribute
to the supercurrent scales, however, with � and is therefore
much larger. This is why one may safely neglect the small
fraction of channels that might be affected by ac-driven Rabi
oscillations.

Our model includes fluctuations of the phase due to the
coupling to a noisy environment, which gives rise to an
annihilation process whereby a doubly occupied ABS is
completely emptied. The rates of such annihilation events are

�A(T ) = Sφ(2EA)

4

(
1 − E2

A

�2

) (
�2 − E2

A − 4

[
∂EA

∂φ

]2 )
,

(6)

where Sφ(ω) stands for the phase-noise spectrum. For the
environment temperature much smaller than the frequency ω,
it may be related to the impedance of the external circuit [36],
Z(ω), as Sφ(ω) = 4πGQZ(ω)/ω. For the sake of simplicity we
assume an Ohmic environment, such that Sφ(ω) ≡ (φq)2/ω,
where (φq)2 expresses the phase-noise power.

We may now formulate the rate equations for each individ-
ual channel with transparency T that define the time evolution
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of the bound-state occupation of that channel,

Ṗ0(T ) = −2�R(T )P0(T ) + �I(T )P1(T ) + �A(T )P2(T ),

(7)

Ṗ1(T ) = −[�R(T ) + �I(T )]P1(T ) + 2�R(T )P0(T )

+ 2�I(T )P2(T ), (8)

where the probabilities to have zero, one, and double occupa-
tion [P0, P1, and P2, respectively] satisfy P0 + P1 + P2 = 1.
The total occupation is given as nA = P1 + 2P2.

The stationary solutions are readily computed as

P st
0 (T ) = 2�2

I (T ) + �A(T )[�I(T ) + �R(T )]

2[�R(T ) + �I(T )]2 + �A(T )[3�R(T ) + �I(T )]
,

(9)

P st
1 (T ) = 4�R(T )�I(T ) + 2�A(T )�R(T )

2[�R(T ) + �I(T )]2 + �A(T )[3�R(T ) + �I(T )]
.

(10)

There are two limiting cases where the stationary occupations
no longer depend on �A. When �I,R � �A, corresponding to
(δφ)2 � (φq)2, the stationary probabilities reduce to

P st
0 (T ) = �2

I (T )

[�I(T ) + �R(T )]2
, (11)

P st
1 (T ) = 2�I(T )�R(T )

[�I(T ) + �R(T )]2
. (12)

In the opposite limit, when �I,R � �A, i.e., (δφ)2 � (φq)2,

P st
0 (T ) = �I(T ) + �R(T )

3�R(T ) + �I(T )
, (13)

P st
1 (T ) = 2�R(T )

3�R(T ) + �I(T )
, (14)

whereas the double occupation is suppressed, P st
2 = 0.

III. SUPERCURRENT SIGNAL OF
THE IRRADIATED JUNCTION

As shown in the previous section, by applying an ac
drive it is possible to control the bound-state occupation,
which, in turn, changes the supercurrent. In this section we
consider the case when the ac drive is permanent, such that
the stationary occupation is reached. Then the supercurrent is
obtained by inserting nst

A = P st
1 + 2P st

2 from Eqs. (9) and (10)
into Eq. (1). In the here-considered regime of negligible
parity relaxation, �I,R � �P, the stationary occupations do
not scale with the driving power. Therefore, the supercurrent
may strongly deviate from its equilibrium value, in contrast
with the considerations of Ref. [22].

Figure 3 shows the current-phase relation of the driven
junction. In general, the driving leads to a suppression of
the supercurrent as the bound-state occupation is increased,
nA > 0. We see that the ac-induced change of the current
is comparable to the equilibrium supercurrent. For 
 = 2�

[Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)], the supercurrent is affected by the
ac driving for all stationary phases, whereas for 
 < 2�

[Figs. 3(c)–3(f)] we clearly see that the supercurrent changes
only when the absolute value of the phase exceeds the threshold
phase φ0 [see Eq. (5)].

The onset of the ac-driven change of the supercurrent at a
finite φ0 gives rise to a cusp. This cusp originates from the
large density of channels with a transparency close to Tmax,
which get occupied first near the threshold phase. This feature
is analyzed in more detail in Appendix A.

The supercurrent signal changes its behavior with respect to
the driving strength. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) [and very faintly in
Fig. 3(c)], one may observe that the supercurrent can change
sign with respect to the equilibrium current for a stationary
phase bias close to π , when �I,R � �A. We can explain
the occurrence of the sign reversal as follows. Consulting
the general expression for the supercurrent in Eq. (1), we
realize that such an inversion of the supercurrent can only
occur if two conditions are fulfilled. First, the driving must
be strong enough to occupy the bound states with more
than one quasiparticle, nA > 1. This requires �I,R � �A, or,
equivalently, (δφ)2 � (φq)2. Second, a sufficient number of
channels must be affected by the driving, such that the effect
survives in the total supercurrent, summed over all channels.
This means that the driving frequency should be sufficiently
large so that the contribution of channels with EA < 
 − �,
which acquire a population nA > 1, overcomes that of the
remaining channels. In Figs. 4(a) and 4(c), we show the
supercurrent IS as a function of driving power for a stationary
phase φ close to π . We see indeed that the supercurrent
inversion can occur only for (δφ)2 � (φq)2, provided that 


is sufficiently high.
A similar sign inversion of the supercurrent has been

reported experimentally in Ref. [6] and discussed theoretically
in Ref. [30]. We have to note that in said works, the authors
studied a long superconducting junction, whereas we predict
this effect for the model of a short junction. This is why a
direct comparison is not possible.

Note that for driving frequencies close to 
 ≈ 2�, there is
a difference in the behavior of the supercurrent for the diffusive
and double junction. Namely, it can be shown (see Appendix B)
that the supercurrent changes linearly with δ
 = 2� − 
 for
the diffusive case,

IS ≈ IS |
=2� − 2e
G

GQ

∂2EA

∂φ∂T
(0)nst

A(0)

∣∣∣∣

=2�

δ


sin2 φ

2 �
. (15)

Likewise, we can show that the supercurrent in the double
junction is approximated as

IS ≈ IS |
=2� − e
4
√

2G

πGQ

∂2EA

∂φ∂T
(0)nst

A(0)

∣∣∣∣

=2�

√
δ


sin2 φ

2 �

(16)

and therefore scales with the square root of δ
. This different
scaling behavior with respect to the driving frequency is
depicted in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d). Let us provide a qualitative
picture. At a driving frequency close to 2�, it is the filling
of the low-T channels that determines the behavior of the
supercurrent. The characteristic behavior of the supercurrent
for the two different junctions is simply due to the respective
behaviors of the density of the low-T channels. Namely,
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The supercurrent IS as a function of the stationary phase φ for a diffusive junction (a), (c), (e) and a double junction
with Tc = 0.8 (b), (d), (f). We show the supercurrent for δφ/φq = 0.1 (dotted line), δφ/φq = 1 (thick dashed line), and δφ/φq = 10 (solid
line). The equilibrium supercurrent in the absence of an ac drive is shown as the thin dashed line. The driving frequencies are 
 = 2� (a), (b),

 = 1.9� (c), (d), and 
 = 1.7� (e), (f).

for the diffusive junction ρD ∼ T −1, while for the double
junction ρdj ∼ T −3/2. The concentration of low-T channels
in the double junction increases faster than in the diffusive
junction. This gives rise to the more pronounced change of the
supercurrent in the double junction with respect to the driving
frequency. Consequently, the supercurrent is directly providing
information about the channel distribution of the junction for
low T . Note that for φ close to zero, the high-energy channels
are equally important in the filling process for frequencies
close to 2�, and, therefore, the above argument does not work.

IV. CHARGE IMBALANCE

In the previous section, we studied the effect of the
ac drive on the supercurrent. Here we concentrate on the
quasiparticles promoted to the continuum via the ionization
and refill processes. As shown in the single-channel case [28],
the excess quasiparticles lead to a nonequilibrium charge effect
in proximity of the superconducting constriction. Importantly,

we here report that this effect is magnified by the number of
channels in the multichannel junction.

The production of quasiparticles in the continuum of the
right contact [37] at energy E is

Ṗη(E) = �Iη(T )nst
A(T )δ[E − 
 − EA(T )]

+�Rη(T )
[
2 − nst

A(T )
]
δ[E − 
 + EA(T )], (17)

where η = e,h, and the rates �αη correspond to the partial
rates of �α , which distinguish the processes of creating an
electronlike (η = e) or holelike (η = h) quasiparticle escaping
into the right contact. As shown in Ref. [28], the rates of
electron- and holelike quasiparticle production are different.
Due to their corresponding opposite charge ±√

E2 − �2/E,
this leads to a finite net charge transfer to the continuum,

q̇(T ) =
∫

dE

√
E2 − �2

E
[Ṗe(E) − Ṗh(E)]. (18)
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The supercurrent IS as a function of driving power (a), (c) and as a function of driving frequency (b), (d). Panels (a)
and (b) show the results for the diffusive junction, while in (c) and (d) we display the result of the double junction. In (a) and (c) the curves
are shown for φ = 0.95π and the driving frequencies 
 = 1.7�,1.9�,2� (dotted, dashed, and solid lines, respectively). In (b) and (d) the
curves are drawn for the driving power (δφ)2 = 1000(φq )2 and for the different phases φ = 0.75π,0.85π,0.95π (dotted, dashed, and solid
lines, respectively).

Here we extend our considerations to the multichannel case.
To this end we insert Eq. (17) into Eq. (18) and sum over all
channels to obtain

q̇ =
∫ 1

0
dTρ(T )

{
qI(T )�I(T )nst

A(T )

+ qR(T )�R(T )
[
2 − nst

A(T )
]}

. (19)

The polarization factors due to the refill and ionization

processes are defined as qI,R =
√

[
±EA]2−�2


±EA
(�αe − �αh)/�α

and are given as

qI,R = ∓2
∂EA

∂φ

√
(
 ± EA)2 − �2

�2 − E2
A

EA

(
1 ± EA


±EA

)

EA ± �2(1 + cos φ)

.

(20)

The sign of the ionization contribution qI is the same as for
the supercurrent carried by the ABS, as indicated with the
proportionality factor ∂EA/∂φ. On the other hand, the refill
contribution qR has always an opposite sign for a given phase.
Note that only in the presence of the refill process can there be
a finite q̇. The charge transfer is therefore nonzero only above
the threshold phase φ0.

The total charge transfer gives rise to the dissipative current
Iqp = eq̇, carried by the free quasiparticles. Note that the net
charge scales as q̇ ∼ G

GQ
�(δφ)2 and is therefore, in general,

increased with respect to the single-channel charge transfer by
the large factor G/GQ. On the other hand, the signal is weaker
than the ac-induced change of the supercurrent by the factor
(δφ)2.

The behavior of q̇ is sensitive to the driving power. When
�I,R � �A, one can easily show, through inserting Eqs. (11)
and (12) into Eq. (19), that the contribution of each channel to

q̇ goes as ∼qI + qR, i.e.,

q̇ =
∫ 1

0
dTρ(T ) [qI(T ) + qR(T )]

2�I(T )�R(T )

�I(T ) + �R(T )
. (21)

As |qI(T )| � |qR(T )| for all transparencies T , q̇ has the same
sign as qI. As a consequence, the qualitative behavior of q̇

in this limit does not depend on the details of the junction’s
channel distribution; see Fig. 5.

In contrast, when the annihilation rate becomes significant
(i.e., for weaker driving), we find that the details of the
junction become important. When the ac driving power is
decreased, the refilling contribution to the charge transfer may
exceed the one due to ionization, which is simply due to
the fact that a significant phase noise suppresses the double
occupation. We readily see this in Eq. (19), where the refill
contribution may exceed the ionization one when nA < 1,
which is the case for �I,R � �A; see also Eqs. (13) and (14).
Note, however, that the charge imbalance inversion only occurs
in the channels with a sufficiently high transparency [38]. For
low T , the quasiparticles due to refill are always created near
the band edge, where the charge asymmetry of the electron-
and holelike quasiparticles is suppressed,

√
E2 − �2/E → 0,

and, consequently, qR → 0. Based on this it becomes apparent
for the multichannel case that only when the junction contains a
significant number of high-T channels, this effect will survive.
This is the case for the diffusive wire; see Figs. 5(a), 5(c),
and 5(e), where we observe that the charge imbalance inversion
persists. In Fig. 6 we explicitly show the onset of this charge
imbalance reversal when lowering the driving power (for the
stationary phase φ = 4π/5, solid line). Note that the inversion
does not take place for all stationary phases, as is shown in
the black dashed curve for φ = 3π/5. For the double junction
with a maximal transparency Tmax < 1, no charge imbalance
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The charge transfer q̇ as a function of the stationary phase φ for the diffusive junction (a),(c),(e) and for the double
junction (b),(d),(f). We see that in the diffusive junction the charge transfer can change its sign when refill processes dominate (see main text).
The parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. (Color online) The charge transfer q̇ in a diffusive junc-
tion as a function of the driving power (δφ)2. Here φ = 8π/10
(solid lines) and φ = 7π/10 (dashed lines). The driving frequency
is 
 = 2�. The inset is a magnification of the main figure to show
the charge imbalance inversion for weak driving.

inversion occurs, in general; see Figs. 5(b), 5(d), and 5(f) (the
exception is a nearly symmetric junction with Tc ≈ 1). We
hence see a rather distinct qualitative difference for different
junctions.

V. TIME EVOLUTION OF SUPERCURRENT
AFTER AC PULSE

Motivated by recent experimental progress in supercurrent
spectroscopy in both single-channel [27] and multichannel
junctions [16], we study the time evolution of the supercurrent,
stressing the longevity of the odd ABS occupation. For that
purpose we consider the following driving protocol. First, the
system is driven with an ac power δφ � φq such that �I,R

exceeds �A to initialize a nonzero double occupation. The
occupation probabilities for each channel in this limit are
given by Eqs. (11) and (12). This stationary distribution is
achieved for a driving pulse duration exceeding the time scale
max(�−1

I ,�−1
R ), establishing the stationary supercurrent I st

S .
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FIG. 7. (Color online) The annihilation rate �A as a function of
T for the stationary phases φ = π/3,2π/3,0.9π (dotted, dashed, and
solid lines, respectively). Note that in the figure the rate is divided
by sin4(φ/2). As the rate itself scales with this factor, its values for
phases φ significantly different from π are suppressed.

Subsequently, we assume that the driving is switched off,
and we look at the relaxation of the supercurrent on a time
scale shorter than the parity relaxation time, such that singly
occupied states cannot relax. On this time scale the double
occupation of the ABS in each channel decays exponentially
due to the phase-noise-induced annihilation process, �A(T ),
and the time-resolved current can be given as

IS(t) = −2e

∫ 1

0
dTρ(T )

∂EA(T )

∂φ

× [
1 − P st

1 (T ) − 2e−�A(T )tP st
2 (T )

]
, (22)

where t = 0 signifies the time when the ac drive is switched off.
In the long-time limit I

long
S = IS(t � �−1

A ) the current relaxes
to a stationary value different from the equilibrium value,

I
long
S = −2e

∫ 1

0
dTρ(T )

∂EA(T )

∂φ

[
1 − P st

1 (T )
]
, (23)

due to P st
1 �= 0. The supercurrent approaches the stationary

value I
long
S , which is below the equilibrium current.

In order to facilitate the discussion of the time evolution of
the supercurrent, we consider first the annihilation rate �A as
a function of the transparency (see Fig. 7), which defines the
behavior of IS . Note that the annihilation rate vanishes both
in the limit of small transparency and for fully transparent
channels. In the limit of T close to zero, �A ∼ T 2, while
for T close to 1, �A ∼ 1 − T . There is a global maximum
for a finite, intermediate transparency. The rate in total has a
magnitude that depends strongly on the stationary phase bias φ.
Namely, for decreasing φ, the rate likewise decreases globally
as ∼φ4.

Based on the properties of �A, there is a distinct difference
between the short- and long-time behaviors in the time
evolution, as we explain in the following (see also Fig. 8).
Shortly after switching off the drive, the supercurrent relaxes
exponentially as expected, and the time evolution can be
approximated as

IS(t) ≈ I
long
S + e−〈�A〉t[I st

S − I
long
S

]
. (24)

FIG. 8. (Color online) The time evolution of the supercurrent for the diffusive junction. Panels (a) and (c) show the time evolution during
the ac pulse, where the supercurrent departs from the equilibrium value I

eq
S and eventually reaches the stationary value for the driven system

I st
S on a time scale 1/[�(δφ)2]. The equilibrium current I

eq
S and the stationary driven current I st

S are shown as the upper/lower dashed lines,
respectively. The driving frequency is 
 = 1.9�. Panels (b) and (d) show the time evolution of the supercurrent once the pulse is switched off,
on the time scale of the decay of the doubly occupied ABS. In panels (a) and (b) [(c) and (d)], the stationary phase bias is φ = π/3 (2π/3). The
supercurrent decays with the respective rates 〈�A〉 = 1.22 × 10−3�(φq )2 (b) and 〈�A〉 = 4.20 × 10−2�(φq )2 (d). As the singly occupied ABS
does not decay on this time scale, the value of the supercurrent decays to the new stationary value I

long
S in the long-time limit [see Eq. (23)],

which is indicated as the dotted line.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) The time evolution of the supercurrent [Figs. 8(b) and 8(d)] after switching off the ac pulse on a logarithmic scale
(solid line). For a stationary phase φ = π/3 (a), the time evolution can be described by an exponential decay for short times (thin dashed line)
and an algebraic 1/

√
t decay for long times (dotted line). For φ = 2π/3 (b), there is an additional time scale appearing due to the decay of the

low-T channels, captured by the two-exponential fit (thick dashed line), with I
long
S − IS(t) = afaste

−�fast t + aslowe−�slow t , where �fast ≈ 1.275〈�A〉
and �slow ≈ 0.205〈�A〉.

The effective relaxation rate is given as the average

〈�A〉 =
∫ 1

0 dT ρ̃(T )�A(T )∫ 1
0 dT ρ̃(T )

, (25)

with the effective distribution function ρ̃(T ) = | ∂EA
∂φ

(T )|
P st

2 (T )ρ(T ). The effective distribution signifies that all chan-
nels contribute to the initial decay of the supercurrent,
weighted by their initial occupation P st

2 and the magnitude
of the supercurrent they support, | ∂EA

∂φ
|. This initial behavior is

indicated in the log plot of Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), where we see
that it is a good approximation for t � 〈�A〉−1.

Interestingly, the long-time behavior for t > 〈�A〉−1 in a
diffusive junction is radically different. Namely, the long-time
relaxation goes strikingly as ∼1/

√
t , as we outline just now.

The origin for this surprising feature lies in the long lifetime
of the double occupation of the channels with T close to 1,
where, as mentioned before, �A(T ) ∼ 1 − T . Consequently,
the current contributions of the lower transparency channels
decay one after the other, such that with increasing time the
phase noise gradually selects a population with increasing T ,
which, in turn, relaxes slower. This long-time selection of
highly transparent channels effectively leads to an algebraic
decay of the current. In particular, we find

IS(t) ≈ I
long
S + e

G

GQ

∂EA

∂φ
(T )

√
πP st

2 (T )√
∂�A
∂T

(T )

1√
t

∣∣∣∣
T →1

. (26)

If the initial occupation of bound states involves only channels
with sufficiently high transparency, the above two asymptotics
are enough to characterize the entire time evolution. However,
as we mentioned before, �A(T ) decreases also for low-
transparency channels. Consequently, if the low-transparency
channels are occupied initially (which is the case at a
sufficiently high 
 and for a sufficiently nonzero φ), they
introduce a second exponential decay on a time scale between
the above two asymptotics. That is, their decay is slower than
the initial decay, but can, of course, not outlast the algebraic
decay of the high-T channels for longer times. This can be
seen in Fig. 9.

In the example of a stationary phase φ = π/3 in Fig. 9(a),
the two asymptotics (exponential for initial and algebraic for
long-time evolution) are sufficient to capture the dynamics of

the supercurrent. For φ = 2π/3, in Fig. 9(b) we detect a regime
of intermediate times where neither asymptotics apply. In the
example of Fig. 9(b), the initial occupation of bound states
includes channels with T > 0.25, where the slower relaxation
emerges from these low-T channels. The two different time
scales can be taken into account by decomposing the time
evolution into a decay of the channels with a shorter lifetime
and a second slow decay of the low-T channels. This fact is
accounted for by the numeric fit, which comprises of the sum
of two exponentials, IS(t) = I

long
S − afaste

−�fastt − aslowe−�slowt ,
with a fast (�fast > 〈�A〉) and a slow decay related to the
low-transparency channels (�slow < 〈�A〉) [39]. Note that, in
general, the fast fraction of the exponential decay is larger than
the slow one, afast > aslow, because the slowly decaying low-T
channels support a weaker supercurrent.

FIG. 10. (Color online) The time evolution of the supercurrent
for the double junction, after the ac pulse (
 = 1.9�) in a linear
scale (a) and a logarithmic scale (b). In (b), both the long-term (dotted
line) and short-term (dashed line) asymptotics are exponential decays.
The stationary phase bias is φ = 2π/3.
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Note that, for an even higher stationary phase φ → π , the
algebraic decay is suppressed. This can be understood when
taking the annihilation rate in the limit of T close to 1 and

φ close to π , �A ≈ �(φq )2

8 [1 − T + (π − φ)2/4]−3/2(1 − T ).
We thus see that the interval of transparencies with a very
long lifetime is growing smaller and smaller for φ close to
π because the rate increases quickly in the neighborhood of
T = 1, namely, �A ∼ (π − φ)−3(1 − T ) for 1 � (π − φ)2 �
1 − T (see solid curve in Fig. 7). This leads to a suppression
of the algebraic decay by the factor ∼(π − φ)3/2. In this case,
the only long-time behavior is due to the low-transparency
channels.

In the case of the double junction, on the other hand,
there is no algebraic decay at any φ, as there are no
highly transparent channels. Here the long-time evolution
is exclusively dominated by the low-transparency channels,
which gives rise to an ordinary exponential time dependence.
This fact is visualized in Fig. 10.

VI. EFFECT OF PARITY RELAXATION

In the above sections, we neglected parity relaxation. Thus,
singly occupied ABSs could not relax, which prevented the
system from thermalizing. The justification was that we expect
the parity relaxation rate �P � �A, as argued in the Introduc-
tion. Now we want to qualitatively describe the effect of a
finite �P for the ultraweak driving regime �I,R ∼ �P � �A.

We do so by adding the corresponding process in the rate
equation on a phenomenological level,

Ṗ1(T ) = 2�R(T )P0(T ) − [�R(T ) + �I(T ) + �P]P1(T ), (27)

and P0 + P1 = 1, while P2 = 0. Since the origins of �P can
be manifold (see the Introduction), we keep the considerations
at the simplest level, where we do not impose any dependence
of �P on T or φ. The stationary solutions are

P st
1 (T ) = 2�R

3�R(T ) + �I(T ) + �P
(28)

and P st
0 = 1 − P st

1 . From this we realize immediately that the
bound-state distribution thermalizes for �I,R � �P when P1 is
suppressed. The consequence for IS is visualized in Fig. 11,
where, for decreasing driving power, the supercurrent returns
to its equilibrium value.

A rigorous discussion of the charge imbalance in the
ultraweak driving regime is not possible. The reason for this
can be argued as follows. The origin of the charge imbalance
is explicitly the charge asymmetry in the parity-breaking
processes due to the driving (�I,R), and the fact that the ABS
and continuum are coupled. In general, the parity relaxation
processes may involve the continuum as well. In that case,
they may contribute to the charge imbalance. If, however, the
dominant processes for parity relaxation do not involve the
continuum, for instance, if the leading processes are due to
the interchannel coupling that relaxes the ABS occupation,
then Eq. (19) remains valid. In that case, �P simply alters the
occupation of the bound states. The parity relaxation then leads
to a lowering of P1, making the ionization process ineffective.
Consequently, the contribution to q̇ due to the refill process
gains in importance. Here it can therefore be expected that
the previously described sign change of the charge transfer

FIG. 11. (Color online) The supercurrent IS as a function of the
phase. This figure shows the transition between the weak driving (red)
to ultraweak driving (blue) limit. From top to bottom the curves are
shown for (δφ)2 = { 1

64 , 1
9 , 1

3 ,1,3,9,64} × 16 �P
�

. The driving frequency
is 
 = 2�. As the driving power decreases, the current approaches
its equilibrium value (dashed line).

(see Sec. IV) is actually more likely to occur. In the most
extreme case, �I,R � �P, the only remaining contribution to
the charge transfer is due to the refill process,

q̇ = 2
∫ 1

0
dTρ(T )qR(T )�R(T ), (29)

and thus has the opposite sign as the equilibrium supercurrent
for all values of the phase bias.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We studied a multichannel weak link subject to an ac-driven
phase bias. We predict a weak driving regime, where there is
a strong change of the supercurrent due to the ac drive of
the same order of magnitude as the equilibrium supercurrent.
Moreover, when the ac-induced processes occur with a faster
rate than the environment-induced annihilation processes, we
find that the total supercurrent of the ac-driven system can be
reversed with respect to the equilibrium system. In addition,
for a driving frequency close to twice the gap, the supercurrent
reveals a specific power law with respect to the frequency that
is directly related to the distribution of the low-transparency
channels and thus provides information about the nature of the
junction.

On top of the supercurrent we show that there is a
finite quasiparticle charge transfer due to the asymmetry of
the ionization and refill processes, which leads to a charge
imbalance carried by the continuum states. Importantly, the
magnitude of the charge imbalance signal is highly magnified
with respect to the single-channel case [28] by the large number
of channels. We find a sign inversion of the charge transfer,
emerging only if there are channels close to T = 1, a feature
that therefore provides information about whether the junction
has highly transparent channels.

We finally consider the time evolution of the supercurrent
after applying an ac pulse, on the time scale of the lifetime
of the doubly occupied bound states, where, importantly, the
current does not return to the equilibrium value due to the much
slower parity relaxation. While the onset of the time evolution
is exponential, the asymptotic behavior exhibits the power law
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1/
√

t due to a long-time survival of the doubly occupied states
of the channels with a transparency close to 1. This effect
vanishes for junctions without transparent channels, where the
long-time relaxation is again exponential.

Finally, we comment on the effects of parity relaxation,
which enables the thermalization of the bound-state population
when the rate of the ac processes becomes comparable to
the parity relaxation. Consequently, in this regime, the ac-
induced change in the stationary supercurrent becomes small.
We propose possible mechanisms that could lead to parity
relaxation, such as recombination with free quasiparticles in
the contacts, or recombination with or transitions between
bound states of different channels. If the latter are the dominant
processes, we expect that the charge imbalance effect remains.
It still scales with the number of channels, with the difference
that here, the charge imbalance due to the refill processes
become dominant. An open question for further studies is the
validity of our predictions in the long-junction limit.
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APPENDIX A: CUSP IN THE PHASE DEPENDENCE
OF THE SUPERCURRENT AND THE CHARGE

TRANSFER NEAR φ0

In this appendix, we provide the derivation of the cusp
feature of the supercurrent and the charge transfer in the
irradiated junction at φ = φ0, as discussed in Secs. III and IV.
We show that the cusp feature is a consequence of the diverging
density of the high-T channels in either the diffusive or double
junctions. We focus in the following on the cusp for positive
φ (due to the antisymmetry of both IS and q̇ with respect to φ,
the cusp for negative φ follows in analogy).

Let us first provide the explanation for the cusp feature of the
supercurrent. For this purpose, consider the general expression
for the supercurrent in the stationary case, nA = nst

A,

I st
S = −2e

∫ 1

0
dTρ(T )

∂EA

∂φ
(T )

[
1 − nst

A(T )
]
. (A1)

An inspection of above equation for φ close to φ0 reveals
the following. First, close to the threshold only the high-
transparency channels get refilled. The finite interval of trans-
parencies close to the maximal T = Tmax, which contribute
to the supercurrent, scales linearly. That is, it can be shown
that the lower integration limit is Tmax[1 − α(φ − φ0)], where

α =
√

Tmax�
2


(2�−
) − 1. Note that this approximation is valid for
α(φ − φ0) � 1, which means that 
 has to be sufficiently
below 2�. Therefore, we need to evaluate the behavior of nA

with respect to φ at the threshold φ0 for the corresponding
maximal transparency. Note that nA may be evaluated at
T = Tmax due to the small integration interval. It can be shown
that nA ∼ √

φ − φ0 for φ > φ0 (and nA = 0 for φ � φ0).
Close to the threshold φ0, the refill rate likewise vanishes as
�R ∼ √

φ − φ0 [which follows from Eq. (4)], while �I remains

finite. Consequently, the occupation number can be expanded
in the small rate �R, which leads to nA ∼ �R.

Taking into account both the approximation for the inte-
gration limits and nA, the change of the supercurrent from its
equilibrium value I

eq
S ≡ IS(nA = 0) may be written close to

the threshold as

IS − I
eq
S ∼

√
φ − φ0

∫ Tmax

Tmax[1−α(φ−φ0)]
dT

1√
Tmax − T

∼ φ − φ0, (A2)

for φ � φ0 (while IS − I
eq
S = 0 for φ < φ0). Note that we

approximated the channel transparency distribution for T close
to Tmax, which provides the term ∼1/

√
Tmax − T for both the

diffusive and the double junction. Thus, we see that the cusp
feature is a direct consequence of the square-root divergence
in ρ(T ) at the maximal T .

One may, in analogy, argue that the onset of q̇ occurs as
the same cusp feature. In order to do so, we consider Eq. (19).
The argumentation of the integration limits is the same as
above. However, we see that the integrand contains more terms
that depend on the driving frequency, and thus may contain
a threshold. Namely, we see that on top of nA and �R we
need to discuss likewise qR close to the threshold at φ0. Note
that the terms �I and qI may be evaluated directly at φ = φ0.
The corrections of these terms close to the threshold scale
linearly ∼φ − φ0, which means that they can be discarded
as higher order corrections. As for the polarization factor
of the refill process, qR, one may convince oneself through
Eq. (20) that also qR ∼ √

φ − φ0 for φ > φ0. In total, when
comparing all contributions, we see that the lowest order term
that survives in the integrand of Eq. (19) is qI�InA ∼ √

φ − φ0.
The term related to the refill process scales as ∼φ − φ0 (due
to the product of �R and qR) and is therefore discarded.
As a consequence, we find the same scaling behavior of
the integral limits and the integrand as for the supercurrent
discussed above. Therefore, the same cusp behavior emerges,
namely, q̇ ∼ φ − φ0 for φ > φ and q̇ = 0 for φ � φ0. Note
also that the leading order term being proportional to qI

means that close to the threshold φ0, the dominant contribution
to the charge imbalance is always due to the ionization
process.

APPENDIX B: SUPERCURRENT AT DRIVING
FREQUENCIES CLOSE TO 2�

In Eqs. (15) and (16) of Sec. III, we provide analytic
expressions for the supercurrent in the driven junction at
driving frequencies close to, but smaller than, 2�. Here we
outline the derivation of these expressions. The starting point
is again the equation for the stationary supercurrent, Eq. (A1).
It is straightforward to see that only the term nA depends on 
.
Now, as we point out in the main text, for a driving frequency
close to 
 ∼ 2�, there is a nonzero occupation of the bound
states, nst

A �= 0, almost up to channels with zero transparency.
Therefore, in the regime of 
 ∼ 2�, the supercurrent may be
approximated as the value for 
 = 2� and a small correction
that takes into account the low-T channels only. The lowest
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order correction in δ
 = 2� − 
 can be written as

IS ≈ IS |
=2� + 2e

∫ δT

0
dTρ(T )

∂EA

∂φ
(T )

[
nst

A(T )
∣∣

=2�

]
.

(B1)

Note that the upper integration limit δT = 2δ

� sin(φ/2)2 is already

first order in δ
, which justifies to take the zeroth-order term
of nA in δ
, that is, nA for 
 = 2� in the integrand. Likewise,
as δT � 1, we may expand the integrand to the lowest order
in T . For the diffusive junction, we thus obtain

IS ≈ IS |
=2� + eG

GQ

∂2EA

∂φ∂T
(0)nA(0)st

∣∣∣∣

=2�

∫ δT

0
dT . (B2)

The above equation results from the fact that ∂φEA is nonzero
only in first order in T , while ρD(T ) ≈ G

2GQ
T −1 for small T .

Through integration one directly recovers Eq. (15).
Similarly, for the double junction we may approximate

ρdj(T ) ≈ G
πGQ

T −3/2 for small T , and we thus obtain

IS ≈ IS |
=2� + 2eG

πGQ

∂2EA

∂φ∂T
(0)nA(0)st

∣∣∣∣

=2�

∫ δT

0
dT

√
T .

(B3)

Carrying out the integration, we arrive at Eq. (16).
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